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An understanding of how REIT preferreds perform during 
periods of rising interest rates

Executive Summary

 REIT preferreds have initially traded down in reaction to short bursts in interest rates – but within 6
months recovered all losses and moved back into positive territory REIT preferreds have consistentlymonths recovered all losses and moved back into positive territory. REIT preferreds have consistently
bounced back from initial knee-jerk market reactions to short bursts in interest rates. Additionally,
over more extended periods of rising interest rates, REIT preferred total returns have been positive in
all but two instances.

 REIT preferred yields are now trading at spreads well above their historical averages. REIT
preferred yields are trading inexpensively as compared to 10-year Treasuries as well as BB and B-
rated corporate bonds This high level of current yield could help REIT preferreds either benefit fromrated corporate bonds. This high level of current yield could help REIT preferreds either benefit from
future spread tightening or to continue to withstand incremental increases in interest rates.

 Since 2001, REIT preferred credit spreads have tightened during every period of rising interest
rates. REIT preferred spreads have tightened in each of the past eight periods when interest rates rose
meaningfully. This tightening in REIT preferred spreads can partially or fully cushion any price
erosion that may materialize during periods of rising interest rates.

 T l REIT f d f i f h j h i T i ld I Total returns to REIT preferreds are a function of more than just changes in Treasury yields. In
fact, in addition to changes in Treasury rates, returns to REIT preferred are also impacted by changes
in credit spreads, and the time it takes for these changes to occur.

 Not all REIT preferreds are created equally. REIT preferred issues are very different from one
another, and stock selection can drive outperformance. Issues differ by balance sheet leverage, real
estate and regional exposure, credit rating, coupon, issuance date, call protection, duration, par amount

t t di d th h t i ti REIT f d i f it diff tl d di
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outstanding, and other characteristics. REIT preferred issues can perform quite differently depending
upon all the above factors, especially in the event of a volatile interest rate climate environment.
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Question 1: How have REIT preferreds performed during prior periods of rising 
interest rates?

Answer: REIT preferreds have initially traded down during periods of elevated 
concerns over rising rates, but have fully recovered in 6 months after these periods and 
produced positive total returns.

A. REIT preferreds during short bursts in interest rates. Purchasing REIT preferred shares. p e e eds du g s o bu s s e es es. u chasing p efe ed sha es
after interest rate fear-driven sell-offs has historically produced attractive total returns. In nearly every
instance that REIT preferreds traded down pursuant to short bursts of interest rate increases, within 6
months the shares have not only recovered, but also produced total returns in excess of what was lost
during the downturn. As seen in Figure 1, REIT preferreds have declined over the short-term by an
average of 5% during relatively brief periods of heightened interest rate fears. However, in the six
months subsequent to those periods, REIT preferreds generated total returns in excess of what was

i l l hi i di h f d i ll ff i f d h hi i llpreviously lost. This indicates to us that fear-driven sell-offs in REIT preferreds have historically
represented good buying opportunities.

Figure 1: REIT Preferreds have initially traded down as an initial reaction to short bursts in interest g f y
rates ..... but within 6 months recovered all losses and moved back into positive territory

10-year Treasury Rate REIT Preferred

Period
# of 

months Start rate End rate Difference
During rising 

rates 6-month after

Jul 1999 - Dec 1999 5 5.9% 6.4% 0.53% -12% 14%

Mar 2004 - May 2004 1 3.8% 4.8% 0.94% -8% 11%

Feb 2006 - May 2006 3 4.6% 5.1% 0.56% -2% 8%

Oct 2010 - Nov 2010 1 2.6% 2.8% 0.19% 0% 5%

Jul 2012 - Aug 2012 1 1.5% 1.8% 0.32% -1% 3%

May 2013 - Current 2 1.6% 2.5% 0.88% -7% NA

Average -5% 8%
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REIT preferred total return based on Bank of America Merrill Lynch REIT Preferred Index. Source: Bloomberg. As of  6/21/13.
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B. REIT preferreds during extended periods of interest rate increases. Over the past 8 cycles
with more protracted interest rate increases, REIT preferreds have produced an average positive return of

3% i h l i d f i ( Fi 2) Thi i d f Fi+3%, with only two periods of negative occurrences (see Figure 2). This is due to two factors. First,
improving real estate fundamentals lead to higher occupancy rates, rents and cash flow coverage levels.
In turn, credit spreads tighten (discussed in detail below), thereby helping REIT preferred returns.
Second, the compounding of high income levels has helped to bolster the returns of REIT preferreds.
Ultimately, the combination of spread tightening and compounding of income has, in the past, completely
offset price erosion in the asset class during periods of extended rises in interest rates.

Figure 2: REIT Preferred Total Returns Were Mostly Positive Over More Protracted Periods of Rising 
Interest Rates

10-year Treasury Rate REIT Preferred

Period # of months Start rate End rate Difference Total Return

Sep 1998 - Dec 1999 15 4.41% 6.44% 2.03% -9%

Oct 2001 - Mar 2002 5 4.23% 5.41% 1.18% 3%

Jun 2003 - May 2004 11 3.37% 4.79% 1.42% -1%y

Jun 2005 - May 2006 11 3.92% 5.15% 1.23% 1%

Dec 2008 - May 2009 5 2.21% 3.47% 1.26% 13%

Nov 2009 - Mar 2010 4 3.20% 3.83% 0.63% 10%

Aug 2010 - Jan 2011 5 2.47% 3.47% 1.00% 1%

J l 2012 F b 2013 7 1 49% 1 95% 0 46% 2%

REIT preferred total return based on Bank of America Merrill Lynch REIT Preferred Index. Source: Bloomberg. As of  6/21/13.

Jul 2012 - Feb 2013 7 1.49% 1.95% 0.46% 2%

Average 3%
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Question 2: Since May 1, 2013, the U.S. 10-year Treasury rate has risen from 1.64%
to 2.51%. How have preferred securities performed?p p

Answer: REIT preferreds have declined 7.0%, but have outperformed most other
fixed income sectors.

The REIT preferred index has declined 7.0% as of June 21, 2013. This is predominately due to the rise in
base-line Treasury rates, but partially offset by spread tightening and dividend income. Figure 3 shows
that compared to other asset classes, REIT preferreds have been relatively more stable.

Figure 3: Performance of Various Indices Since Long-term Rates Began to Rise 
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Total returns based on: iShares iBoxx High Yield Corporate Bond ETF, BAML REIT Preferred Index, iShares iBoxx Investment
Grade Corporate Bond ETF, iShares S&P National AMT-free Municipal Bond ETF, MSCI U.S. REIT Index, and iShares
Barclays 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF, respectively. Total returns from 5/1/13 to 6/21/13.
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Question 3: Where are REIT preferreds currently trading?

Answer: REIT preferred yields are now trading at spreads well above their
historical averages.

We look at two metrics to determine where REIT preferreds are trading at the current time: 1) average
share prices compared to par value, and 2) yield spreads compared to other fixed income alternatives. As
seen below, REIT preferred securities now trade at a discount to par, and also offer solid yield advantage
compared to both U S Treasuries and corporate bondscompared to both U.S. Treasuries and corporate bonds.

A. REIT preferred share prices compared to par value. Most REIT preferred shares carry $25
par values, or liquidating preference prices. That means if a REIT liquidates itself, the proceeds from
disposition of its real estate portfolio first repays all senior indebtedness, and then repays all preferred
shares at par value. We thus look to par value as the “core” terminal price for REIT preferred shares at
some point in the future.

As seen in Figure 4, we calculate the overall REIT preferred universe trades at an average 2.6% discount
to par value, with the largest premium at 9.2% above par and the largest discount at 15.2% below par. At
current prices, REIT preferreds are now being priced with discipline slightly below their underlying core
liquidation valueliquidation value.

Figure 4: Many More REIT Preferreds Now Trade at a Discount to Par Compared to Early May
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B. REIT preferred yields compared to other fixed income alternatives. The spread between
REIT preferred dividend yields and Treasury rates represents the extra return required for investors to take

h i l di i k f h l A b l REIT f d d i b h ion the incremental credit risk of the asset class. As seen below, REIT preferred spreads remain above their
“normal” historical levels relative to several benchmarks. This suggests that: 1) REIT preferreds remain
cheap relative to other fixed-income instruments, and 2) REIT preferreds appear situated for credit spread
tightening at some point in the future. Figure 5 illustrates that REIT preferreds are currently trading at
4.53% spread over the 10-year Treasury, 87 basis points above its 2001-2007 average of 3.65%1 .

5.0%

5.5%

6.0%

2001-2007 average = 3.65%
Current spread = 4.53%

Figure 5: REIT Preferred Yields Remain at a Healthy Spread Over the 10-year Treasury Rate
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REIT preferred based on the Wells Fargo Hybrid and Preferred REIT index. Graph excludes the period from September 2007 to 
December 2009, when spreads spiked due to liquidity concerns. Source: Wells Fargo, Bloomberg. As of 6/21/13.
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Figures 6 and 7 illustrate that REIT preferreds were also trading at substantial spreads above BB and B-g p g p
rated corporate debt as of May 31, 2013. Specifically, REIT preferred spreads are now about 190 basis
points above BB-rated corporate bond yields, well above the 12-year average of 44 basis points. REIT
preferred spreads are about 28 basis points below B-rated corporate bond yields, also wider than the
historical average of -372 basis points.

Figures 6 and 7: REIT Preferred Yields Are Now at a Large Spreads Over Corporate Bonds

REIT Preferred Yield 188bps Above BB REIT Preferred Yield 28bps Below B rated
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Question 4: How have REIT preferred credit spreads responded to periods of rising
interest rates?

Answer: Since 2001, REIT preferred spreads have tightened during every period
of rising interest rates.

Credit spreads are impacted by many factors, including the pace of inflation, trajectory of economic
growth, levels of investor confidence, slope of the Treasury yield curve, and of course the balance sheet

lit f d l i i B i ll dit d ti ht d i i d h i th iquality of underlying issuers. Basically, credit spreads tighten during periods when economic growth is
improving and confidence levels are increasing – and widen during periods when economic conditions
are declining and confidence levels are evaporating.

The same holds true for REIT preferred
shares. As seen in Figure 8, REIT preferred Figure 8: REIT Preferred Spreads Are Consistently g , p
spreads are consistently tighter when interest
rates are higher. Since 2001, when interest
rates were very low (1-3%), REIT preferred
spreads have averaged 5.2% above the 10-
year Treasury rate. As 10-year Treasury rates
have stepped up to higher and higher levels,
REIT f d d h l
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REIT preferred spreads have concurrently
tightened. At each level of higher interest
rates, REIT yield spreads were tighter versus
Treasuries.
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that REIT preferred yield spreads have
tightened (by an average 129 basis points) in
each of the past eight periods when interest
rates rose meaningfully. As we will
demonstrate in the next section, the
tightening in REIT preferred spreads have

ti ll hi d th i i i d i
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10-year Treasury rate

Historical period based on January 2001 to June 2013, excluding 
the financial crisis (Sept 2007 – Dec 2009). REIT preferred based 
on the Wells Fargo Hybrid and Preferred REIT index. Sources: 
Wells Fargo, Bloomberg.  
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10-year Treasury Rate Change in

Figure 9: REIT Preferred Spreads Have Tightened Each Time Interest Rates Rose Meaningfully

Period Start rate End rate Difference REIT Preferred Spread

Oct 2001 - Mar 2002 4.2% 5.4% 1.18% -1.41%

Jun 2003 - Jun 2004 3.5% 4.6% 1.08% -1.20%

Jun 2005 - Jun 2006 3.9% 5.1% 1.19% -1.00%

Dec 2008 - May 2009 2.2% 3.5% 1.26% -2.68%

Nov 2009 Mar 2010 3 2% 3 8% 0 63% 1 72%Nov 2009 - Mar 2010 3.2% 3.8% 0.63% -1.72%

Aug 2010 - Jan 2011 2.5% 3.5% 1.00% -1.22%

Jul 2012 - Feb 2013 1.5% 2.0% 0.46% -0.64%

May 2013 - Current 1.6% 2.5% 0.88% -0.48%

Average -1.29%

REIT preferred based on the Wells Fargo Hybrid and Preferred REIT index. Sources: Wells Fargo, Bloomberg. As of 6/21/13.

Question 5: What are key drivers of total returns of REIT preferreds?

Answer: 1) Changes in baseline Treasury rates, 2) changes in credit spreads, and 
3) the time it takes for these changes to occur3) the time it takes for these changes to occur.

Total return to REIT preferred shares over a defined period of time is a function of three variables: 1) 
changes in the “base rate” level of longer term Treasuries, 2) changes in the incremental yield, or the 
credit spread, and 3) the time period it takes for interest rate movements to occur.
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A. Impact of credit spreads on REIT preferred total returns. We show the impact of credit
spreads on the total return equation of REIT preferreds as a consequence of changes in the interest rate
environment. In the scenarios below, we keep all assumptions the same – except for credit spreads. In
doing so it becomes abundantly clear that tightening credit spreads during periods of rising rates

Fi 10 d i t t i I i

Figure 10: Credit Spread Changes Play a Critical Role 
in Returns to REIT Preferreds

doing so, it becomes abundantly clear that tightening credit spreads during periods of rising rates
increase the total returns to REIT preferreds.

Figure 10 depicts two scenarios. In scenario
1, we assume: 1) the 10-year Treasury rate
increases by 100 basis points, 2) credit
spreads on REIT preferreds remain the same
and do not tighten, and 3) the changes occurs
over a one year time frame. In scenario 2, we
assume: 1) the 10-year Treasury rate

Credit spread scenarios

Scenario 1 Scenario 2

Change in 10-year Rate 1.00% 1.00%

Change in Credit Spread 0.00% -0.50%

in Returns to REIT Preferreds

assu e: ) t e 0 yea easu y ate
increases by 100 basis points, 2) credit
spreads on REIT preferreds tighten by 50
basis points, and 3) the changes occur over a
one year time frame. Figure 10 shows that a
50bps tightening of credit spreads more
than offset a 100bps rise in Treasury rates

i

g p

Total Change in Yield 1.00% 0.50%

Change in Preferred Price ($2.05) ($1.03)

Dividend Income $1.88 $1.88 

Total Return Per Share ($0.18) $0.85 

% Total Return -0.7% 3.4%
and actually turned a negative total return
into a positive total return.

% % %

Scenarios assume initial price of $25, 7.5% dividend rate and 8.2 
duration.  

B. Impact of time horizon of rising rates on REIT preferred total returns. We show the impact
of the time frame during which interest rates rise to the total return equation for REIT preferreds. In these
two scenarios, we keep all assumptions the same – except for the time frame for changes in interest rates.
In doing so, it becomes clear that the longer it takes for interest rates to rise, the smaller the impact on
REIT preferred total returns.
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Figure 11 provides two scenarios. In scenario 1,
we assume: 1) the 10-year Treasury rate
increases by 100 basis points, 2) credit spreads
on REIT preferreds tighten by 50 basis points,

Time Horizon Scenarios

Figure 11: Speed of Interest Rate Changes Plays a 
Critical Role in Returns to REIT Preferreds

p g y p
and 3) the changes occur over a 6 month time
frame. In scenario 2, we assume: 1) the 10-year
Treasury rate again increases by 100 basis
points, 2) credit spreads on REIT preferreds
again tighten by 50 basis points, and 3) the
changes occur over a two year time frame.
Fi 11 k it l th t th ti f

Time Horizon Scenarios

6 months 2 years

Change in 10-year Rate 1.00% 1.00%

Change in Credit Spread -0.50% -0.50%

Total Change in Yield 0.50% 0.50%

Figure 11 makes it clear that the time frame
during which interest rates change plays an
important role in resulting total returns, and
can actually turn a negative return into a
positive total return.

Change in Preferred Price ($1.03) ($1.03)

Dividend Income $0.94 $3.75 

Total Return Per Share ($0.09) $2.73 

% Total Return -0.4% 10.9%

Scenarios assume initial price of $25 7 5% dividend rateScenarios assume initial price of $25, 7.5% dividend rate 
and 8.2 duration .

Q ti 6 Wh t i th i t f d ti h i ti i REIT P f d ?Question 6: What is the importance of duration when investing in REIT Preferreds?

Answer: Duration helps to measure the sensitivity of fixed income securities (like
REIT preferreds) to changes in interest rates.

Duration measures the sensitivity of the price of a fixed income investment to a change in interest rates.
Duration is expressed in number of years. A fixed income security with a duration of 5 is theoretically
expected to rise or fall by 5% for every 1% move in Treasury rates (assuming no change in its credit
spread); a fixed income security with a duration of 10 is theoretically expected to rise or fall by 10% for
every 1% move in Treasury rates.
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We calculate (using Bloomberg database) that the duration of the overall REIT preferred asset class to be
8.2. This means that if interest rates were to rise by 1%, the price of the broader REIT preferred shares

ld h h i ll d li b 8 2% Si il l 1% d li i i ld h i ll d iwould hypothetically decline by 8.2%. Similarly, a 1% decline in interest rates would theoretically drive
up REIT preferred prices by 8.2%.

However, as described in the previous section, REIT preferred total returns are impacted by three other
significant factors: 1) the time frame within which interest rates rise or fall from one level to another, 2)
the amount of dividend income received by investors during the time shares are held, and 3) the amounty g , )
of credit spread tightening or expansion occurring as rates move to different levels. Thus, on a total return
basis, the combination of current income plus credit spread tightening could (and has historically) help
augment returns in the event of any price diminution from duration risk in an adverse interest rate cycle.

Question 7: Are all REIT preferreds created equally?

Answer: No Way. REIT preferred issues are very different from one another, and
stock selection can drive outperformance.

Not all REIT preferred shares are created equally. Issues differ by balance sheet leverage, commercial real
estate exposure regional exposure credit rating coupon issuance date call protection duration parestate exposure, regional exposure, credit rating, coupon, issuance date, call protection, duration, par
amount outstanding, and other characteristics. While many factors influence the performance of REIT
preferreds, we describe three characteristics related to interest rates below in order to highlight one key
impression: REIT preferred issues perform differently depending upon, in the case of this particular study,
changes in the interest rate environment.
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A. Dividend yield. REIT preferred shares carrying a dispersion of dividend yields have (and
should) respond differently to changes in interest rates. Figure 12 depicts the weighted average dividend
yield by sector within the REIT preferred universe. For example, the self storage sector (consisting
primarily of Public Storage) has the lowest yield at 6.2% while the hotel sector have the highest yield at
7.8%. Lower-yielding preferreds tend to have a higher duration, or greater sensitivity to changes in
interest rates; conversely higher-yielding preferreds tend to have a lower duration, or minimal sensitivity
to changes in interest rates.

It therefore follows suit that in the most recent significant move in interest rates, the property sectorsIt therefore follows suit that in the most recent significant move in interest rates, the property sectors
carrying the lowest dividend yields have fallen the most while the property sectors carrying the highest
dividend yields have fallen the least, as illustrated by Figure 13.

7 8%

REIT Preferred Sectors with the Highest 
Dividend Yields...

...Have Recently Been Most Resilient to Rises 
in Interest Rates

Figures 12 and 13: Sectors with Highest Dividend Yields Have Shown the Greatest Resiliency to Interest 
Rate Increases
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Excludes mortgage REIT preferreds given different underlying balance sheet leverage characteristics. Source: Bloomberg. 
Performance from 5/10/13 to 6/24/13.
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B. Duration and Call Protection. REIT preferreds are typically issued with a 5-year call protection
period. After 5 years, the issuer has the option to redeem the security at par. Approximately half of REIT
preferreds outstanding were issued in the low interest rate environment beginning in 2012. If interest rates
do not return to these historic lows, then issuers are unlikely to replace these preferreds with future issues aty p p
even lower coupons. Therefore, these preferreds carry a relatively high duration and are the most sensitive
to changes in interest rates.

About 20% of preferreds were issued in 2009 through 2011, when interest rates were at higher levels.
Therefore, it may still make sense for these issuers to redeem the preferred series after the call protection
expires Preferreds that are likely to be redeemed have a lower duration and are less sensitive to changes inexpires. Preferreds that are likely to be redeemed have a lower duration, and are less sensitive to changes in
interest rates.

Figure 14 shows the duration breakdown among all REIT preferreds. While the average duration is 8.2,
about half of the sector has duration less than 5, while the other half has duration greater than 10. This
means that roughly half of the REIT preferred universe is not very sensitive to changes in rates, while the
other half is more sensitive.

Fi 14 REIT P f d D ti Bif t d T hFigure 14: REIT Preferreds Durations are Bifurcated Tranches
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DISCLAIMERS AND DISCLOSURES

Performance Information
This presentation has been prepared by LDR Capital Management, LLC (“LDR”) solely for informational purposes.  These slides are in a presentation format and therefore, are 
very limited in their scope and not meant to provide a comprehensive description or discussion of the topics mentioned herein.  This presentation should not be construed as 
providing any type of investment, legal, tax or other advice to you and must not be relied upon as such, nor should you consider it as a solicitation, recommendation, 
endorsement or offer to you to purchase or sell any financial security or other financial instrument.  The risk factors set forth herein do not purport to be a complete 
enumeration or explanation of the risks involved in REIT preferred securities. An investment in REIT preferred securities is suitable only for qualified investors that fully 
understand the risks of such investment and have no need for liquidity in such investment.  You should consult your own professional advisors as to the suitability of, and legal, 
tax and economic consequences of, an investment in such instruments.

This presentation is strictly confidential and intended exclusively for the use of the person to whom it was delivered by LDR and its authorized representatives.  This 
presentation is proprietary and confidential and neither this presentation nor the information contained herein may be reproduced, circulated or distributed by the recipient 
hereof without the prior written consent of LDR.

This presentation and any opinions contained herein are current only as of the date appearing on the first page.  The information and opinions are provided by LDR for 
informational purposes only and are subject to change without notice and are based upon numerous factors, such as further analyses, changes in economic, market, political and 
other conditions that may impact the securities markets.  There is no assurance that such views are correct or will prove, with the passage of time, to be correct.  LDR disclaims 
any obligation to update this document to reflect subsequent developments.  No representations or warranties, expressed or implied, are made as to the accuracy, reliability or 
completeness of information in this presentation nor as to the appropriateness of the information for any use which any recipient may choose to make of it.

Any prospective investment, projection, forecast or return on investment illustrations set forth herein is for illustrative purposes only and actual investments and returns may 
vary materially from those illustrated or anticipated.  There can be no assurance that investment objectives will be achieved, or that investments will achieve results 
comparable to those shown herein, or those investments will avoid losses.  Indeed, wherever there is the potential for profit, there is also the possibility of loss.  Past 
performance is not indicative of future resultsperformance is not indicative of future results.

Use of Indexes
Market index information shown herein is included to show relative market performance for the periods indicated and not as standard of comparison, since these are 
unmanaged, broadly based indexes which differ in numerous respects from a managed portfolio. Market index information was compiled from sources that LDR believes to be 
reliable. No representation or guarantee is made hereby with respect to the accuracy or completeness of such data. The indices presented herein are not representative of any 
LDR account and no such account will seek to replicated an index. You cannot invest directly in an index and investors should not rely on them as accurate means of 
comparison. 

Index Definitions
The S&P 500 Stock Index is an unmanaged market capitalization index of 500 U.S. equities generally considered to be representative of U.S. stock market activity.g p q g y p y
iShares S&P U.S. Preferred Stock Index (PFF) is the largest exchange traded fund (ETF) that invests in preferred securities.
BofA Merrill Lynch REIT Preferred Index (BAML REIT Preferred Index) is a proprietary index representing the performance of fixed rate REIT preferred securities.
BofA Merrill Lynch Fixed-Rate Preferred Index (BAML Fixed-Rate Preferred Index) is a proprietary index representing the performance of fixed rate preferred securities of all 
types.  Total returns of the BofA Merrill Lynch Preferred Index include investment-grade $25-par preferred securities.
The Powershares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Bond Index tracks the performance of U.S. investment grade corporate bonds.
The PowerShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond Fund invests in U.S. high-yield corporate bonds.
The RMZ REIT Common Stock Index is the MSCI REIT Index representing approximately 85% of the US REIT universe of common stocks.
Wells Fargo Hybrid and Preferred Securities REIT Index is a proprietary  index representing the performance of preferred shares and depository shares of REIT preferred 
securities.
Credit Suisse High Yield BBB is a proprietary index representing the performance of BBB rated bonds.
C di S i Hi h Yi ld BB i i i d i h f f BB d b dCredit Suisse High Yield BB is a proprietary index representing the performance of BB rated bonds.
Credit Suisse Split B High Yield is  a proprietary Credit Suisse index  representing the performance of bonds rated B and BB.
Credit Suisse Split BB High Yield is a proprietary Credit Suisse Index representing the performance of bonds rated BB and BBB.
iShares S&P National AMT-free Municipal Bond ETF seeks investment results that correspond generally to the price and yield performance of the S&P National 0-5 
year Municipal Bond Index.
iShares Barclays 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF is an exchange-traded fund seeking results that correspond to the price and yield performance of the U.S. Treasury 
market as defined by the Barclays Capital 20+ Year Treasury Index.
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